
CHAPTER EIGHT

THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI: PERFORMATIVE POETRY
IN THE EARLY ACCADEMIA FIORENTINA

Inge Werner

Wandering through the small, dark streets of Florence in the summer
of 1547, we might have come across a remarkable sight. In the full
sunlight of the square in front of the Santa Maria Novella, we would
observe a crowd of people, hear the rolling of drums, and in front
of the church we would perceive an exotic man, the centre of all the
attention. This man was a Turk. He had come to Florence to perform
his tricks, to make some money and to add to his fame. The Turk was a
lucky man; instead of being driven away by the city's authorities, Duke
Cosimo I de' Medici himself invited him to stay in order to entertain
the Florentine people. The piazza Santa Maria Novella was assigned to
him as a temporary stage. The Duke's choice for this particular square
is remarkable, considering the fact that in the church, in the Sala del
Papa, the Accademia Fiorentina used to hold its weekly, public, Sunday
lecture. Why would Cosimo cross the functioning of the Academy, the
official organ of his own cultural politics? I would say that his choice
was one of strategic convenience.

The annals of the Florentine Academy (henceforth Annah) point out
how the presence of the Turk influenced the meetings.' On Sunday
May the 8th it was recorded that the Turk first appeared within the
city: "he did things" ("faceva cose") near the Duke's palace on the
other side of the Arno, the Palazzo Pitti. Since the potential public
for the academic lectures massively turned out to see him perform,
the academicians decided to postpone the lecture to the next week.'
Ten days later matters had not improved, however. On May the 18th
the Annah record that Cosimo decided to assign the square in front of
the Santa Maria Novella to the Turk, and that public lecturing had

' Annali dell'Accademia Fiorentina: Florence, Biblioteca Marucelliana, B III 52, IIII.
See vol. I, fol. 43.

2 Annali, vol. I, fol. 43.
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258 INGE WERNER

become virtually impossible; the tumult of the drums and the crowd
was so overwhelming that any speaker would be inaudible.' At some
moment between these two accounts, Cosimo seized the opportunity to
transfer the Turk to the other side of town, with the deliberate intent
to disturb academic life. This objective is implicitly exposed by the
Annali. In the second comment on the Turk, his skills are referred to
as "his marvellous, almost supernatural, arts" ("le sue meravigliose Arti
quasi sopra natura"), instead of the more patronizing "things" of the
previous record. This shift to a more adulatory description in a way
legitimizes the transfer. Furthermore, the secretary stipulates that there
is no harm in the fact that lecturing cannot proceed, since the Academy
is waiting for the outcome of reforms anyway.4 The apologetic tone of
the records is immediately striking. Especially the fact that ducal inter-
vention is mentioned at alllet alone justifiedin the Annali, is highly
exceptional. Usually, the Annali do not chronicle events of Florentine
city life, not even if these affected the Academy's functioning. The fact
that it does happen here, in such an explicit manner, is telling.

The diplomatic description in the Annali is not the only reason to be
suspicious about the disturbance caused by the Turk. The moment in
which he was sent to the piazza is even more significant. As the Annali
reveal, the Academy was in the midst of a period of academic reform.
In March of that same year the academicians had appointed a com-
mission of nine reformers to drastically reorganise academic practice.'
And though these reforms had been gradually prepared for in the
previous years, the changes within the Fiorentina were accompanied by
disorder during the gatherings and polemics among the academicians.
Cosimo's interference arose from discontent with this publicly exposed
controversy. In the juggling Turk he thus saw a welcome possibility to
bring academic debate to a halt, and to create a lull during which the
reformers could work without turmoil.

The Arinali of the Fiorentina do not mention this internal struggle
over the orientation of the Academy. On the contrary, the reference to
the Turk's presence reveals that in some cases the minutes provide us
with only a partial rendering of the events. It is documented, however,
in other sources, both of a documentary and.literary kind, as will be

3 Annali, vol. I, fol. 43.
4 Annali, vol. I, fol. 43.

Annali, vol. I, fols. 40v-41.
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THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI 259

detailed below. The discord among the academicians is characteris-
tic of the Accademia Fiorentina in the 1540s and was rooted in its
founding period. In 1540 it had started out as the Accademia degli
Umidi, a society oriented towards literary autonomy and freedom of
speech. The Accademia degli Umidi was based on academic practices
that stood the test of time and were associated with the city's festive
culture. Debate, performance and improvisation were central elements
in the Umidian meetings. The mission of the Fiorentina, by contrast,
required a new format.

Up until the present, scholars have regarded the Fiorentina primarily
from a cultural-political viewpoint; it has been studied first and fore-
most as an instrument of the state. The transformation process of the
Accademia degli Umidi into the Fiorentina and the subsequent unrest
have been explained as being a result of this instrumental function.6
This article, on the other hand, investigates the internal struggle in the
Florentine Academy of the 1540s from a more practical viewpoint.
The academic practice of the Umidi, which was oriented towards free
discussion and performative poetry stood in sharp contrast with the
views of the reformers of 1547: in order to create an atmosphere of
order and obedience, the key concepts of the reforms, pre-existing habits
had to be adjusted or ruled out. In what follows, Umidian academic
practicethe level of institutionalisation, mission and activities of the
Academywill be investigated through their Libra Capital.; Compositioni
et Leggi, della Accademia degli Humydi di Firenze (henceforth Libra)! In this

6 Cesare Vasoli, "Considerazioni sulla 1"Accademia Fiorentina'," Revue des etudes
italiennes 25 (1979), 41-73; Claudia di Filippo Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale di
Cosimo I: L'Accademia fiorentina," Quaderni Storici VIII (1973), 527-574; Judith Bryce,
"The oral world of the early Accademia Fiorentina," Renaissance Studies 9 (1995), 77-103;
Domenico Zanre, Cultural ,Aton-Confirmiy in Early Modern Florence (Aldershot: Ashgate,
2004). And above all: Michel Plaisance, "Une premiere affirmation de la politique
culturelle de Come I": la transformation de l'Academie des I !midi en Academie Flo-
rentine (1540-1542)," in Les icrivains et le pouvoir en Italie d Pipoque de la Renaissance remilre
sine), ed. André Rochon (Paris: CRRI, 1973), 361-438; Michel Plaisance, "Culture
et politique a Florence de 1542-1551. Lasca et les Hunndi aux prises avec l'Academie
Florentine," in Les icrivains et le pouvoir en Italie d Pipers de la Renaissance (deuxilme shit), ed.
Andre Rochon (Paris: CRRI, 1974), 149-242. The importance of Plaisance's research
on the world of the Fiorentina can be derived from the fact that his studies on this
topic since the early 1970s have recently been reprinted in a volume by Vecchiarelli
Editore: Michel Plaisance, L'Accademia e ii suo Principe. Cultura e politica a Firenze al tempo
di Cosimo I e di Francesco de' Medici/L'Acadimie et k hince. Culture et politique a Florence au
temps de Come la et de Francois de Medicis (Manziana: Vecchiarelli, 2004).

Preserved in manuscript: Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Magl.
II, IV, 1; a description and partial transcription of the entire codex are published by
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260 INGE WERNER

manuscript, the first year of the Academy and, in contrast to the Anna li,
the fight over academic routine are recorded. The Umidi gatherings will
subsequently be contrasted with the practice of the Fiorentina in 1547,
as exposed in the "Capitoli della nuova riforma" ("the chapters of the
new reform"), in which the new statutes were formulated.8 Analysis of
these well-known sources from an organisational viewpoint will indicate
what structures of the Fiorentina had to be ruled out to secure order
during the gatherings. This was not an easy process; as the story of the
transferred Turk illustrates, in 1547 debate and controversy were still
lively features of the Fiorentina. Indeed, Cosimo had to resort to tricks
to subdue publicly exposed disorder. Considering this, understanding of
the Umidian academic practice and its influence on the early Fiorentina
will add to our knowledge of the internal struggle of the 1540s.

The Accademia degli Umidi: a formal constitution

The Accademia degli Umidi was the initiative of a group of twelve men
of letters, whose names are preserved in a list of founding members
(primifondatori) in the Libro.9 The list includes the academic pseudonyms
of the members as well, all 'humid' in reference to the name of the
Academy: Antonfrancesco Grazzini ("il Lasca/the rock-bass"), Cinzio
Romano ("I'Humoroso/the juicy one"), NiccolO Martelli ("il Gelato/
the congealed one"), Filippo Salvetti ("il Frigido/ the frigid one"),
Simone della Volta ("l'Annacquato/the diluted one"), Piero Fabbrini
("l'Assiderato/the frozen one"), Bartolomeo Benci ("lo Spumoso/the
foamy one"), Gismondo Martelli ("il Cygno/the swan"), Michelangelo
Vivaldi ("il Torbido/the turbid one"), Baccio Baccelli ("il Pantanoso/the
swampy one") and Paolo de' Geri ("lo Scoglio/the rock").

Adolfo Bartoli, / mss. della Biblioteca .Arazionale di Firenze, sezione la, Cod. Magliabechiani,
Serie la, Poesia (Florence: Carnesecchi, 1883), 201-278; other (short) descriptions are
rendered in Le rime holm& edite ed inedite di Antonfrancesco Grazzini, ed. Carlo Verzone
(Florence: Sansoni, 1882), lxviilxviii; Cesare Guasti, "Akimi fatti della prima giovinezza
di Cosimo de' Medici Granduca di Toscana illustrati con documenti contemporanei,"
Giornale storico degli archivi toscani 1 (1857), 13-70; Pietro Morelli, "Pierfrancesco Giambul-
lari e la riforma dell'alfabeto," Storia di filologia italiana XIV (1956), 177-210; some of its
pages have been published in photographs by Zanre, Cultural Aron-Conform40, 49-52.

8 In Capitoli delPAccademia Fiorentino: preserved in manuscript: Florence, BNCF, Magl.
IX, 91; published by Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 548-570.

9 For this list, see Bartoli, I manosailli, 207; Zanre, Cultural Non-Con firm* j, 50.
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THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI 261

The best-known figures among them are undoubtedly Niccolô Mar-
telli (1498-1555) and Antonfrancesco Grazzini detto ii Lasca (1505-1584).
Martel li was the author of a vast correspondence with numerous men
of letters, that are a frequently consulted source of information on the
1530s and 1540s in Florence. Furthermore, he gained a solid position
within the Accademia Fiorentina, holding office on the magistrature
board on several occasions.'° Lasca, on the other hand, has become
the embodiment of a subversive attitude within the early Fiorentina,
partly because he was among the members who were dispelled in 1547.
Moreover, his literary production, which includes comedy, novelle and
a large number of burlesque poems, has been studied for its satirical
reflections on the developments in the cultural environment of six-
teenth-century Florence." The twelfth member was Giovanni Mazzuoli
(?-1549), called "lo Stradino," whose house, according to the Libro,
hosted the Umidian gatherings.'2 Stradino is referred to as padre, no
doubt in reference to his position of mentor among the members, who
were all at least twenty years his junior. His importance to the Umidi
gatherings will be detailed below.

Both the Libro and the Anna li record the first gathering of the twelve
members in the house of Stradino, in the Florentine Via San Gallo.
We thus know that this event took place on 1 November 1540.'3 Two
weeks later, on November the 14th, the group gathered again, this
time to pick a name for the Academy." On this day, too, new mem-
bers entered the Academy: Giovanni Norchiati, Luca Martini, Goro
della Pieve and Giovan Battista del Milanese, who were all connected

For an anthology of Martelli's letters, see Lettere di ),'cola Martel& Dal prima e
dal secondo libro, ed. Cartesio Marconcini (Lanciano: Carabba, 1916); for biographical
information, see Plaisance, L'Academie et le Prince, 55-56, n. 87.

" On Grazzini, see Robert J. Rodini, Antonfrancesco Grazzini. Poet, Dramatist and Novel-
fiery 1503-1584 (Madison, Milwaukee, London: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1970); Zanre, Cultural Non-Confirmi0,59-86; Michel Plaisance, Antonfrancesco Grazzini dit
Lasca (1505-1584). Ecrire dans la Rorence des Midi& (Manziana: Vecchiarelli, 2005). For
current research on Lasca, see in particular: www.nuovorinascimento.org/cinquecen-
toplurale.

12 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 206.
" Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 527, cites Annali, vol. I, fol. 1r: "Al di 10

di novembre 1540 giorno santissimo di tutti i santi. Si ragunarono in casa di Giovanni
Mazzuoli detto Stradino alcuni giovani [.. Questi tali vennero in ragionamento della
lingua Toscana, et avanti si partissero d'insieme, deliberorno di trovarsi alcuna volta
cosi in brigata et di pensare a una Achademia."

14 Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 527, based on Annali, vol, I, fol. Ir.
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262 INGE WERNER

to the Medici court!' More members were to follow in the following
weeks. The change in orientation brought about by these men, and
the subsequent internal divisions can be illustrated by comparing the
Anna li and Libro, as Michel Plaisance has argued.'6 Obviously, both
manuscripts served a different documentary goal. When the Academy
was renamed on 31 January 1541 (modern style), the Annali provided
for a reconstruction of the first months of the Academy, in which the
internal struggle was completely ignored." The objective of the minute's
secretary must have been, as in the case of the Turk, to provide the
Fiorentina with a past without disorder. The Libro, on the other hand,
can be regarded as the 'voice of the Umidi."8

Therefore, in order to reconstruct the program and organisation of
the Umidi, we should turn to the Libro. This manuscript consists of a
short list of statutes, membership rolls, illustrated pages with the coats
of arms of the founders and the Medici family, and also includes a short
description of the changes made after the admittance of the new mem-
bers. This part of the Libro was drawn up in the first weeks. The largest
part, however, consists of the literary, predominantly poetic, production
of the members. This segment covers a longer period, probably almost
a year, as it included a lecture by Giambattista Gelli delivered in August
1541.'9 The Libro ends with a decree of Cosimo I of 11 February 1541
(modern style). This decree confirms the first reforms, three months
after the founding of the Accademia degli Umidi, and consists of the
rebaptizing as Fiorentina and the admission of another 42 members.
But since the decree is drawn up on the binding of the codex, it is not
necessarily indicative for the chronology of the recordings.

Too often the gatherings of the Umidi have been regarded as an
example of more informal and cursory meetings that were common in
Italy in the early sixteenth century. David Chambers, in an article on
the 'earlier' academies in Italy, states that the word accademia was used
from the late fifteenth century onwards to refer to "networks of literary
associates and friends, informal groupingsoften short-livedlocated

15 Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 531.
16 Plaisance, L'Academie et le Prince, 58-65.
" Zanre, Cultural Won-Conformity, 34-36.
18 Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 533; Zanre, Cultural Non-Confirrni0,, 19.

Libra, fols. 140r-150r.
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THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI 263

in a particular city villa, palace or household."" A 1530 letter by Pietro
Aretino to the Federico Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua, shows how fast these
academies proliferated throughout Italy. Aretino ironically describes his
surprise that "an academy, for exchanging the latest jokes, had not been
founded in Mantua as in other places."2' Claudia di Filippo Bareggi
affirms that the Accademia degli Umidi, too, was "[a] Florentine circle
of friends, hardly more original than the numerous others that came into
being virtually everywhere throughout Italy in the sixteenth-century. )322
And Michele Maylender, whose encyclopaedic but slightly outdated
Storia delle accademie d'Italia is not very detailed on the Accademia degli
Umidi, commented that "it did not have much importance on its own
account, since it lasted only three months and some days."" Though
Bareggi is probably right in suggesting that the Accademia degli Umidi
would not have attracted as much attention as it has done if it had not
been the predecessor of the Accademia Fiorentina, she downplays its
originality. I would argue that the Accademia degli Umidi was actually
innovative in respect to its level of institutionalisation. The founding of
the Academy was after all modelled after the Paduan Accademia degli
Infiammati, as the allusion in the names makes clear, and this Paduan
Academy had a formal constitution, with a principe, regular meetings
and an avowed mission.24

Though they presented themselves as the counterparts of the Paduan
Academy, the Umidi were obviously inspired by these organisational

21' David S. Chambers, "The Earlier 'Academies' in Italy," in Italian Academies of the
Sixteenth Century, ed. D. S. Chambers and E Quiviger (London: The Warburg Institute,
1995), 13.

21 Pietro Aretino, Tutte le opere, ed. E Flora (Verona: Mondadori, 1960), no. 24,34:
"mi maraviglio che anche costi non nasca qualche accademia di ciarlamenti nuovi, come
a Modena e a Brescia non pure a Siena [...]," cited and paraphrased by Chambers,
"The Earlier 'Academies'," 13.

22 Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 527. Original fragment: "questo circolo
fiorentino di amici, affatto piü originale dei mule altri sorti un po' dovunque nell'Italia
del XVI secolo [...]."

23 Michele Maylender, Storia delk accademie d'Italia (Bologna: Cappelli, 1926-1930)
vol. V, 363. Original fragment: "Per se stessa non avrebbe grande importanza, poiche
dun:, soltanto tre mesi e pochi giorni."

24 Chambers, "The Earlier 'Academies'," 13. On the influence of the Infiammati
on the Umidi and the Fiorentina, see also Richard Samuels, "Benedetto Varchi the
Accademia degli Infiammati, and the Origins of the Italian Academic Movement," Renais-
sance Quarterly 29 (1976), 599-634; Plaisance, L'Acadimie et le Prince 53-79; Michael
Sherberg, "Question of the Language: The Politics of Theory in Ducal Florence,"
Renaissance Quarterly LVI, no. 1 (2003), 26-55.
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aspects of the Infiammati. In the Libro they formulated two formal
mission statements. The first was directed towards the study of the
vernacular, as will be discussed below. The second reflects the roots
of the Accademia degli Umidi in festive culture, since it proclaims a
joyous and free interpretation of academic life:

And because this Accademia degli Umidi of ours is created as a pastime, we
want and intend it to be entirely free and we do not want the inconve-
nience and impossibility of persons and on this condition it is founded
so that it can endure and that boredom will not be a reason to distract
from an honest pastime."

To counter the fear of redundancy and disappearance, the Umidi set
rules to gather on a regular basis.26 Furthermore, they installed board
offices and detailed the voting procedures. The election of the consul
was entirely democratic and arbitrary:

The creation of the two consuls will proceed in this manner that one puts
[the names of] all the academicians together and draws lots out of an
urn and the ones [drawn] must sit two months and not a day longer."

The same procedure was applicable to the proveditore who was to orga-
nise everything, and the cancellieri who were to keep the Libro.' In the
Libro, the Umidi also expressed the wish to expand their Academy:
"The number of academicians is to .be indefinite."29 And, even more
significant in respect to their aspirations for the continuity and formal
grounds of their Academy, the hope is expressed that with the helping
hand of Cosimo the Academy could "raise their level" and maybe in
time install a bidello (beadle) too." The beautifully decorated initial pages

25 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 204. Original fragment: "E perche questa nostra accademia
degli humidi e creata per passatempo vogliamo e intendiamo che la sia del tutto liBera
e non uogliamo Le incomodita e inpossibilita di Persone che con questa conditione
S e fondata afinche La Possa durare e che La Noia Non sia Cagione di desuiare si
honesto Passatempo."

26 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 203. Original fragment: "Anchora che ii uero e legittimo
ragunarsi nostro non sia se nonne in di di festa et Particularmente La Dom° e tutte
Le Pasque s'intendino essere feriate e vacanti."

27 Bartoli, I manoscriui, 204. Original fragment: "Della creatione deli dua Consoli
si faccia in questo modo che s imborsino tutti gli accademici, et traghinsi de l'urna A
sorta e quali debbino sedere dua mesi e non pie, [...]."

28 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 204.
28 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 203. Original fragment: "Il Numero degli Accademici sia

Indeterminato."
" Bartoli, I manoscritti, 205. Original fragment: "Per hora non ci distenderemo in

Altre deliBerazioni in questo Principio Ma Prestandosi l'OmnipotenteIddio del suo
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THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI 265

of the Libro, containing membership lists, statutes, a coat of arms with
small imprese of the founding members, and 'portraits' of the literary
examples, all underscore this purpose.

The plea for support to the Duke speaks volumes about Umidian
ambitions; ducal support was in fact vital for the survival of the Acad-
emy. In 1537 Cosimo, for fear of conspiracies, had mandated that all
compagnie should be reported and authorised. The Umidi thus made
overtures to the Medici regime in various ways. The Libro shows the
Medici coat of arms and also contains a series of adulatory poems by
the founders, written with the aim "to gain favour to the Academy"
("per impetrar favore all'Accademia").3' Through padre Stradino the
Umidi had access to the court. He had been a soldier in the army of
Giovanni delle Bande Nere, Cosimo's father, and had always remained
loyal to the Medici family. Owing to this connection, and maybe even
to the intercession of Cosimo's mother, Maria Salviati, the Umidi
gatherings were authorised.32

The high level of formalisation of the Umidi gatherings was a new
aspect of Florentine academic life. Both this novelty and the ambitious
start of the Academy may have attracted the interest of the ruler and
his courtiers. Scholars have discussed to what extent the transformation
of the Academy was an unwanted take-over by the regime." It seems,
though, that the Umidi deliberately sought Cosimo's involvement.
Plaisance has detailed the attitudes of individual members towards the
regime. NiccolO Martelli, for instance, was constantly trying to gain
personal favour and the position as court poet. Lasca, on the other
hand, seems to have been more reluctant, though maybe in particular
after having experienced the consequences of the imposed control on

Aiuto insieme con quello del nostro S°r Duca Cosimo de Medici Potremo forse
un di salire piu in alto e alhora Penseremo a Bide llo e a quelle cose che si conuengono
a un simil seggio."

Libro, fol. 18.
" Plaisance, L'Académie et le Prince, 57.
" Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 531, thinks the transformation unwillingly

happened to the Umidi. She interprets the Umidian claim to 'freedom' as a refusal of
any authority and subsequently states that the Umidi made three major mistakes that
led to their losing their Academy: First, they stressed the mission with regard to the
vernacular, which was of primal interest to the regime's cultural politics. Second, they
opened up to new members. And third, in Bareggi's opinion they must have been flat-
tered by the attention paid by prominent men of the court. Vasoli, "Considerazioni,"
53, argues that the declaration of freedom did not prevent the Umidi from accepting
support from the men of the court.
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266 INGE WERNER

the actual practice of the gatherings. His dissent is most visible when
he refuses the office of chancellor to which he was appointed during
the reforms of February 1541.34 Unfortunately, it is difficult to posit the
attitude of the other Umidi founders because of scarce documenta-
tion. But clearly none of them could have foreseen the huge impact
of their initiative.

To Cosimo and several men of letters, however, the founding of this
Academy satisfied a need: the time was ripe for a formally constituted
literary society that tickled the imagination of many. The Academy
provided the regime with a propaganda machine, while the Florentine
men of letters could defend their claim to la questione della lingua (the
question of the language) on a collective level. These needs explain
the spectacular growth of the Academy from its very beginning. They
might also explain the importance attached to the functioning of the
Academy, and hence the intensity of the internal discussions on its
direction and practice. But before we investigate the academic practice
of the Umidi, and the adjustments made in later stages, let us first
specify the Umidian mission on the vernacular a bit more, since it is
essential as a starting point for their organisation.

The Accademia degli Urnidi and the vernacular

The mission of the Accademia degli Umidi was of interest to Cosimo
de' Medici, as was its level of formalisation. Since the start of his reign
in 1537, he had desired to create a Tuscan state. The Tuscan language
could serve this aspiration both as a means to make knowledge acces-
sible and to create a cultural identity for the state.35 In the Florentine
Academy the question of the language was to be a spearhead in the
service of Cosimo's territorial policy.36 As for the Florentine intellectuals,

" Plaisance, L'Acadbnie et le Prince, 87; Libro, fol. 5r. Zanre also details Lasca's dissent;
see Cultural Non-Conform40, 60-70.

" Henk Th. van Veen, Cosimo I de' Medici and his Self-Representation in Florentine Art and
Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 166-171.

36 The bibliography on the question of language within the cultural-political pro-
gram of the Fiorentina is large. See, for instance, Umberto Pirotti, "Benedetto Varchi
e la questione della lingua," Convivium 28 (1960), 524-552; Sergio Bertelli, "Egemonia
linguistica come egemonia culturale e politica nella Firenze Cosimiana," Bibliothique
d'Humanisme et Renaissance 38 (1976), 249-283; Giancarlo Mazzacurati, La questione
della lingua dal Bembo all'Accademia Fiorentina (Naples; Liguori: 1965); Sonia Caselli, "La
commedia e la questione della lingua nella Firenze di Cosimo I," Italianistiar rivirta di
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THE HERITAGE OF THE UMIDI 267

the question of the language was familiar ground. It had already been
an issue in Florentine academic circles for several decades, as it had
been in cities throughout Italy. Giambattista Gel li, for instance, who
became a member of the Accademia degli Umidi on 25 December
1540, a few weeks after the founding, had previously attended the Orti
Oricellari, meetings in the gardens of the Florentine family Rucellai at
the start of the century." These meetings were often devoted to the study
of Neo-Platonic philosophy and the vernacular, as had the Florentine
Accademia Platonica that had been supported by the elder Cosimo de'
Medici and then bloomed under Lorenzo il Magnifico."

The initiative for founding an academy by the Infiammati in Padua
stimulated the Florentine debate on the vernacular. Italy, but Padua
in particular, had been under the spell of Pietro Bembo (1470-1547)
author of Prose della vokar lingua (1525), one of the most influential
treatises on the question of the language. He was the pivotal figure of
a circle of intellectuals associated with the Paduan University, until he
left the city in 1539. Like many men of letters who resided in Padua,
the Florentines Benedetto Varchi and his friends Carlo Strozzi and
Ugolino Martelli were influenced by Bembo's linguistic theory. They
were in close touch with a substantial part of the founding Umidi: Lasca,
Stradino, NiccolO and Gismondo Martelli, and with Luca Martini, who
entered the Accademia degli Umidi on 14 November 1540. Through
letters Varchi kept them informed of the Paduan situation, the founding
of the Academy, in which he seems to have been a key figure, and the
series of lectures he delivered before the Infiammati."

ktteratura italiana IX, 1 (1980), 478-490; Ilaria Bonomi, ed. Pierfrancesco Giambullari,
Rego le della lingua fiorentina (Florence, Presso l'Accademia, 1986); Domenico Zanre, "Che
K. zovuol dire'. A reading of mid-sixteenth century linguistic debates in the Accademia
fiorentina," Italian Studies 53 (1998), 20-37.

" On Gelli, see Armand L. De Gaetano, "The Florentine academy and the
advancement of learning through the vernacular: The Orti Oricellari and the Sacra
Accademia," Bibliothlque d'Humanisme et Renaissance 30 (1968), 19-52; Armand L. De
Gaetano, Giambattista Celli and the Florentine Academy The Rebellion against Latin (Florence:
Olschki, 1976); A. D'Alessandro, "Il Gello di P. F. Giambullari, Mito e ideologia nel
principato di Cosimo I," in La Nascita di Toscana, ed. M. Tarassi and E Diaz (Florence:
Olschki, 1980), 73-104; A. Vallone, L'interpretazione di Dante nel Cinquecento (Florence,
Olschki: 1969); Sherberg, "Question of language," 30-49; Carlo Alberto Girotto, "Una
riscrittura accademica (Gelli-Doni)," Studi Rinascimentali 3 (2005), 45-63.

38 De Gaetano, "The Florentine academy," 20-21.
" Samuels, "Benedetto Varchi," 625-627; on Varchi and Martini, see Plaisance,

L'Acadimit et le Mince, 31-36.
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Michael Sherberg has argued that the founding of the Accademia
degli Umidi was a polemical response to the events in Padua: "by
their very name the Umidi signalled a desire to put out the fire set by
their northern rivals."40 The Umidi started a trend by institutionalis-
ing a view that was to become dominant in the Florentine academic
environment. Where Bembo and the Infiammati selected the language
of Petrarch as a model for poetry and that of Boccaccio for prose,
the Florentines felt a need to designate Dante to rival the primacy of
Petrarch. While the Bembists devalued spoken Florentine as a polluted
version of the effective style of the written language by the Tuscan
authors, the Florentines defended the oral language of Florence against
an exclusively written variant. The Umidi held the language of the tre
corone (three crowns)Petrarch, Dante and Boccaccioand the spo-
ken Florentine as an exemplary vernacular for the whole of Italy, in
doing so reclaiming their literary heritage from the Paduans.4' Within
the Fiorentina, however, the Bembist view of the vernacular was also
represented, especially after the return to Florence of Varchi, Strozzi
and Ugolino Martelli.

The Umidian attempt to retrieve the Florentine dominance in the
debate from Bembo and the Infiammati is reflected in the Libro. A statute
prescribes the function of the laureates as objects of study "whenever
it seems fit to the aforementioned consuls or rectors to let sonnets or
other compositions by Petrarch or any other honoured Tuscan composer
be read or explained."42 And one of the illustrated pages shows four
figures: all laurelled Tuscan poets, flanked by their names and stemma:
Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio, and the forgotten Zanobi da Strada."
Though the presence of this fourth poet among the fourteenth-century
Tuscan authors is somewhat obscure, it is indicative of the Umidian
Florentine mission with regard to the vernacular.

Zanobi da Strada was born in 1315, as a son of Giovanni Mazzuoli.
This Maizuoli came from Strada, near Florence, and held a public

4° Sherberg, "Question of Language," 27.
" Francesco Bruni, Litaliano. Elementi di storia della lingua e della cultura (Turin: UTET,

1987), 45-50; 59-62.
42 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 203-204. Original fragment: "quando a i detti Consoli o

Rettori uenga bene di far leggere exporre Sonetti o altre Compositioni Del Petrarca o
d'alcuno Altro Lodato Toscano Compositore."

" Bartoli, I manoscritti, 202.
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school in the city, where he taught grammar to Boccaccio." Zanobi
acquired even greater fame than his father. Through his poetry, he
became acquainted to Charles IV in Naples and was crowned with
laurels by the Emperor in Pisa in 1355. He wrote works in Latin and
translated various texts into the vernacular, as, for example, I Morali di
San Gregorio. It was, however, not just Zanobi's and his father's services
to the vernacular that brought about the poet's presence in the Libro.
Stradino, padre of the Umidi, claimed that he descended from Zanobi
and added his genealogical tree to several of the manuscripts he col-
lected." Surely Zanobi was presented in the Libro primarily to do him
a favour." Nevertheless, considering the wish for a Florentine answer
to Bembo, picturing Zanobi as an exemplary model had a second
function. In sixteenth-century Florence, Zanobi was probably not the
minor poet he is to us. Milani points out that a sumptuous monument
was erected to Zanobi in the Santa Maria del Fiore, an honour that
only befell the greatest of Florentine authors, among whom of course
Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio.'" By adding Zanobi, who also hap-
pened to be an early example of a vore-translator, to the tre corone,
Stradino and the Umidi formulated a pre-eminently Florentine base
for the debate on the vernacular.

Performative poetry in Umidian practice

Both the Umidian view on the vernacular and the mission statement
on academic life as passatempo shaped Umidian academic practice, as I
will discuss hereafter. Crucial to the interpretation of the statement on

" For biographical information on Zanobi, see Giulio Negri, Istoria degliscrittori flown-

tini (Ferrara: Bernardino Pomatelli, 1722) 200; Francesco Zambrini, Cennibiografici intorno

ai letterati illushi ilaliani (Faenza: Montanari e Marabini, 1837), 315; Francesco Inghirami,
Storia della Toscana (n. 1.: Poligrafica Fiesolana dai torchi dell'autore, 1844), vol. 14, 154;
Filippo Milani, Le trite d'uomini illustr fiorentini (Florence: Magheri, 1826), 307.

45 Berta Maracchi Biagiarelli, "L'Armadiaccio di Padre Stradino," La Bibliofilia 84
(1982), 52; Villani, Le vitt, 308, discovered a manuscript in the Biblioteca Magliabechiana
containing a note in the binding which represented a genealogical tree connecting Stra-
dino to Zanobi: "Questo libro e di me Giovanni di Domenico di Giovanni di Mazzetto
di Mazzuolo di messer Francesco di ser Giovanni Mazzuoli da Strata gramatico, che
fu maestro di messer Giovanni Boccaccio, e padre di messer Zanobi da Strada, poeta
laureato per l'imperadore."

" As is also presumed by Plaisance, L'Acadimie et le Prince, 70, n. 143.
" Villani, Ls vile, 315, n. 22.
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passatempo is the insistence on 'freedom' ("And because this Accademia
degli Umidi of ours is created to pass the time we want and intend it to
be entirely free")." This freedom was characteristic of the organisation
of academic life, as intended by the Umidi, and reflected on various
levels. It was applicable to the membership composition, which was
not restricted; it was reflected in the random appointment of board
members, to which every member had equal rights. But more impor-
tantly, it was asserted in the literary production and activities of the
members. Like the Infiammati, the Umidi intended to compose in an
autonomous manner, free of tradition and literary models." Further-
more they insisted on being free to express their opinion in discussions
and to freely comment on the literary productions of colleagues.5°

This orientation to democracy, free speech and autonomous com-
posing was guaranteed in activities that can be reconstructed from the
Libro, but that have not been explored so far. The daily organisation
of the Umidi has hitherto been linked primarily to the mentorship of
Stradino. Stradino was the owner of a large collection of works in both
print and manuscript, called armadiaccio (armoury) by his colleagues.5'
This library was pivotal to the knowledge and study of the Accademia
degli Umidi, as formulated in the Academy's mission statement on lan-
guage. Indeed, the collection consisted mainly of texts in the vokare.52
We find translations or adaptations of classical authors such as Ovid
and Aristotle, contemporary works in the vernacular by Machiavelli,
Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio and more obscure authors like a Maestro
NiccolO Cieco. Furthermore there are several miscellanies of poetry,
diverse in genre, ranging from the spiritual to the burlesque.

48 Bartoli, I manoscritti, 204: "E perche questa nostra accademia degli humidi e
creata per .passatempo vogliamo e intendiamo che la sia del tutto liBera [...]." See
also above.

49 Plaisance, L'Academie et le Prince, 52-55.
5° Bartoli, I manoscritti, 204: "et che ognuno ne possa dir liBeramente ii Parere

Suo."
Lasca, for instance, in several of his poems refers to the collection. In his dedica-

tion to the comic-heroic epic La Guerra de' Moth in particular he sings the praise of this
armadiaccio as the centre of the Umidian gatherings. For this dedication, see Verzone,
Le rime burksche, 346-347.

52 Maracchi Biagiarelli, "L'Armadiaccio," 55-57. Maracchi Biagiarelli drew an inven-
tory of Stradino's library from: Firenze. Archivio di Stato. Guardaroba Mediceo,
F. 28, fols. 81r.-83r. The items referred to on the list are now dispersed over the two
largest libraries of Florence: The Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale and the Biblioteca
Medicea Laurenziana.
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Stradino took to the habit of providing his books with short com-
ments. Scribblings on the covers of the codices explain how a particular
work came into his possession or were added to warn the borrower of
Stradino's rage in case of misuse or negligence in returning his prop-
erty. Thanks to this peculiarity a description of the library in Stradino's
own words has remained; inscribed in a manuscript he received from
Ugolino Martel li: "and he gave it to me so that I would commemo-
rate him among some of the other histories, chronicles, stories, short
stories, compositions and productions in verse and prose, both classical
and modern, and with spiritual works in our common language.""
Here, too, we find the Umidian preoccupation with the vernacular, in
the assertion that the works are primarily "in our common language"
("nella nostra lingua comune").

It is easy to imagine how the Umidi consulted works from the arma-
diaccio during their meetings in Stradino's house, read them out loud,
or borrowed works in order to study the language or to be inspired for
their own compositions. The Libro shows how this informal practice in
Stradino's library was put into effect in constitutional activities. Both the
statutes and the part of the Libro that chronicles the literary production
of the members reflect the vital position of the oral performance of
poetry in Umidian academic practice. The compositions of the members
recorded in the Libro were authorised by both the academicians and
their censors, and regarded worthy to be made public in the name of
the Academy, as the following entries point out:

[Furthermore that] anyone who wishes to write any particular composi-
tion can do so in his own name and to his liking, but [that] he can not
compose in the name of the Academy and make these [compositions]
public if they are not first read, studied and corrected by the appointed
consuls or censors [now and] in the future."

Thus, the approval of censors or consuls was required in order to per-
form or publish a text in the name of the Academy. The next entry

" Maracchi Biagiarelli, "L'Armadiaccio," 52. Original fragment: "e donomelo perche io
lo commemorassi nel numero delle altre istorie cronache fauole nouelle composizzione
e produzzione in uersi e prosa antiche e moderne chon opere ispirituali nella nostra
lingua comune."

5 Bartoli, I manoscrilli, 204. Original fragment: "Anchora che chi uolessi scriuere
alcuna Particulare Compositione Possa in Nome suo proprio e a suo Piacimento Ma
non Possa comporre nel cognome della Accademia ne mandarle fuora se non si sono
prima lette uiste et corrette dalli Consoli deputati o da i Censori che saranno."

I
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under discussion, describing an academic activity that garanteed actual
literary production, also includes the judgement of the members on the
works before being authorised and hence copied in the Libro. It concerns
a statute laying down the regulations of a poetry contest:

[Furthermore that] the academicians should compose epitaphs or madri-
gals or sonnets or any other form, if it seems convenient to the aforemen-
tioned Rectors or Consuls to order, whether on a new case or on some
extraordinary event or indeed on a subject to their [the Rectors'] liking.
[That] the time at their [the members'] disposal will be at least eight days.
Subsequently rewritten in only one hand, the compositions will be read
in public, and [that] anyone can freely express his opinion and [that] the
best and those which generally please the most, [that] those ones which
are judged worthy to be read, have to be made public in the name of
the entire company, if it pleases the Consuls, and not in any other way.
[That] in the Libro, however, these [compositions] will be chronicled with
the name of the one or the ones who composed them."

The consul prescribed the contest and its subject matter; the mem-
bers participated both by composing and commenting. The activity
illustrates the importance attached to the oral performance of poetry
and to the consecutive free debate by the members. Here we see that
the contributions were read out, though it seems that this was done by
one person. That is to say, the fact that every contribution was copied
in one hand suggests that they were brought before the academicians
anonymously. A reason for this might be that the stress should be put
more on the poems and their language than on the performative skills
of the poets. In any case it shows the 'democratic' approach of the
contest. This is further reflected in the public reading of the poems:
anyone was allowed to comment on the contributions and had a vote
upon the outcome of the contest.

Besides laying out the rules, the Libro also makes clear that some
poetry contests actually took place. On the initial pages of the compo-

55 Bartoli, / manoscrilli, 204. Original fragment: "Anchora che se ai detti Rettori o
Consoli Parera sia Lecito Comandare che o sopra vn Nuovo Caso o Sopra qualche
strano accidente Nato o ueramente Sopra vn soggetto h Lor Modo che gli accademici
Comporr' debbino o Epitaffi o Madrigali o Sonetti o altra qual si uoglia Compositione
che il tempo non Sia Meno d'otto giorni et che di poi rescritti d'una Sola Mano si
leghino i Componimenti in Publico et che ognuno ne possa dir liBeramente ii Parere
Suo et che i migliori et quelli che Generalmente Piu Piacciono et che degni Siano
Reputati d'esser' Letti Se piace alli Sd Consoli si debbano Mandar fuora In Nome di
Tutta la Compagnia et non altrimenti Ma che bene a Libro si scriuino Co il Nome di
Colui o, di Coloro che gli hanno Composti."
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sitioni part, in the very first weeks of the Academy's existence, at least
three clusters of poems can be found that match the conditions of the
competition; these poems are all written in one meter, on the same
subject, and are composed by various members. The first group deals
with Dante and includes sixteen epigrams of four lines (and one of
three lines).56 It is interesting to note that a poem was submitted by a
non-Umidian-author; a certain Ser Pagolo da Catignano addressed two
epigrams to the Umidi. This suggests that the contests were open to
the public as well. The second cluster of poems is dedicated to praising
Petrarch. This cluster is not entirely consistent in genre; besides fourteen
epigrams, it includes a stanza (by Lasca) and a sonnet (by Gismondo
Martelli)." The third cluster contains twelve epigrams, one octave
and a sonnet, all dedicated to Boccaccio.58 The inconsistency in genre
could be explained by the similarity in subject matter; maybe the few
divergent tributes were not actually included in the game, but did get
to be inserted in the Libro. All submissions are rendered along with the
author's name, as the regulations prescribe. Finally, there is a fourth
cluster, which is more restricted in size, but still meets the requirements
for a poetry contest. It is a group of four sonnets, by NiccolO and Sig-
mondo Martelli, Lasca and Piero Fabbrini, who all address the Duke
in order to "gain favour" ("impetrare fauore") for the Umidi." These
sonnets may have been performed in a competition as well.

The Umidian poetry contests recall a key activity of the Accademia
dei Virtuosi. According to Richard Samuels this Roman Academy was
affected by both Roman predecessors such as the Accademia Porn-
poniana, the Florentine brigate of the turn of the century, and, in turn,

Bartoli, / manoscrilli, 207-209, based on fols. 8r-9v. Announcement of the series:
"Incominciano gli Epigrammi delli Humydi Sopra ii Diuino Poeta Dante." For an
example of a submission, see the following epigram by Lasca: "Ecco chi de i dannati
et di coloro/che purgan' l'Alme e l' loco de Beati/Inguisa tal canto ch' a i piu lodati/
Usurpa ii pregio et l'honor del alloro" (Libro, fol. 8, my transcription).

57 Bartoli, I manosaitti, 209-211, based on fols. 10r-12r. Announcement of the series:
"In Cominciano Le Lodi degli humidi Sopra l'ecen° Poeta m frac°. Petrarca." See for
example Lasca's contribution: "Quest' e L'immagin' del Tosco Maggiore/In cui tutte
le grazie furo sparte/Pero vivendo in servitu d'Amore/empie cantando milk et milk
carte/La done ss° si scorge II valore/che mostrar' possin' La Natura et l'Arte/Cotal
ch al suo bel Arno il pregio e' 4 vanto/Danno concordi insieme II Thebro e I Xanto"
(fol. 11, my transcription).

58 Bartoli, Imanoscriui, 211-212, based on fols. 12v-15v. Announcement of the series:
"In cominciano le lodi degli humydi sopra ii facundiss° m Giouanni Boccaccio f."°."

" Bartoli, 1 manoscrilli, 213.
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affected the Paduan Infiammati.6° During the pre-Lenten period the
Virtuosi organised poetry contests. One of the members was temporarily
elected to be prince and ended his reign with a carnival banquet. Dur-
ing these banquets the academicians competed with each other, reciting
mock poems and orations in honour of the fake prince.6' Festive ritual
practice like this reverberates in the Umidian poetry contestand in
the organisation of their academic practice in generalthough their
competitions were not necessarily related to the Lenten season. The
performative aspects of the academic life of the Umidi and of the early
Fiorentina are associated with older Italian forms of cultural organi-
sation, as reflected in the Roman, Sienese and Paduan societies that
were of influence on the Umidi. The organisation of all these literary
societies had roots in festive culture.

I will now discuss the festive aspects of the Accademia degli Umidi
and the early Fiorentina, by highlighting the taste for poetic performance
and improvisation in interaction with other Florentine societies. To
do so, let us turn to the Libro once again. A second Umidian activity
described in the compositioni part of the Libro, is a game called guoco delle
polizze (game of polizze), and was introduced to the spectators (spettatori)
by Lasca in four stanze.62 The stanze were entitled Stanze che da Mercurio
sopra la Lira si dissero la sera della Epifania.63 This title suggests that the
introduction was recited or sung, accompanied by the lira da braccio. And
since it staged Mercurio as the divine messenger who was sent down to
earth by Giove to present the game to the "lieta e nobil compagnia,"
maybe the performer was even dressed as Mercurio. Once the game was
over, the messenger of the gods concluded it with another three stanze,
announcing his return to heaven. Besides this theatrical entertainment,
the main attraction of the game was to improvise: names or subjects
written on lots were randomly drawn from a vase, and someone in the
audience, whose name was drawn from another vase at the same time,
had to compose a polizza (a poem of four verses) on the spot. In the
Libro thirty-two of these quartine by Lasca are included. The subjects of

60 On the Accademia Pomponiana, see the article by Susanna de Beer, elsewhere
in this volume. Samuels, "Benedetto Varchi," 606-607.

61 Samuels, "Benedetto Varchi," 607.
62 Bartoli I manoscritti, 221-225.
63 Verzone, Lt rime burlesche, 335-336, based on the Libro. This game was probably

performed on a different occasion for a different audience as well, for Verzone found
the stanze with slight variations in a second manuscript entitled "Alla compagnia del
fiore la sera di Befana."
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the polizze are mostly peopleUmidi and othersbut there is a polizza
on "all the musicians" ("tutti i musici") as well."

The roots of such improvised activities can be found in a tradition of
poetic performance by poet-singers, practiced at the turn of the century
in humanist circles, and remaining a vital part of Florentine literary
circles until at least 1555, as we can conclude from the musicologist
Robert Nosow's illuminating article on improvised music and poetry
in the Fiorentina.65 Nosow details this phenomenon in the person of
Alfonso de' Pazzi whom he identifies as a poet-singer supported by very
diverse and convincing contemporary evidence. According to Nosow,
Pazzi, who entered the Fiorentina in 1543, entertained the academi-
cians during the private meetings and occasional banquets presenting
his satirical poems accompanied by a lira da braccio.66 In the 1540s and
1550s the Florentine men of letters were engaged in a 'debate on song,'
which polarised the old improvising poet-singers against the written,
polyphonic tradition, as Nosow argues, and Pazzi played a vital role
in the discussion as an exemplar of the improviser pur sang. Pazzi him-
self fulminated especially against Benedetto Varchi who represented
the inclination towards the more complex written music within the
Accademia Fiorentina.67

The very fact that Lasca in his guoco delle polizze takes on "tutti i
musici" as subject material, seems to point to the presence of musicians
or poet-singers during the gatherings. Indeed, the actual attendance of
the people made subject of the polizze would have certainly increased
the fun. The likelihood of the contribution of musicians to competi-
tive and improvised games like this is indicated by a fragment from
Antonfrancesco Doni's I Marmi (1552). In this passage several Umidi

" Verzone, Le rime burksche, 335-342.
65 Robert Nosow, "The debate on song in the Accademia Fiorentina," Early Music

History 21 (2002), 175-221.
66 Nosow, "The debate on song," 186-202. The little research that has been done

on Pazzi so far only refers to his poetic and academic activities. Nosow's findings are
therefore highly significant. On Pazzi, also see Giorgio Pedrotti, Alfinso de' Path. Acta-
demico e poeta (Pescia: Cipriani, 1902); Zanre, Cultural Non-Confirmio, 111-139; Giorgio
Masi, "Politica, arte c religione nella poesia dell'Etrusco (Alfonso de' Pazzi)," in Auto-

modelli e antimodelli nella cultura artistica e ktteraria fia Worm e Contronforma (Aui del
Seminario internazionale di studi, Urbino, 9-11 novembre 2006) (Manziana: Vecchiarelli,
2007, forthcoming).

Nosow, "The debate on song," 192-211; see also Alfonso de' Pazzi, La Varcheide,
Firenze, Biblioteca Riccardiana, car. in 4o. 1199. This explanation for the extensive
number of Pazzi's satirical poems on Varchi is important, since so far no satisfactory
approach to this excessiveness has been proposed.
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are presented.68 Doni, whose Marmi hold the middle ground between
fiction and fact, writes how the Florentines were used "to singing
`all'improvviso' rhymes of every sort to the lira da braccio, so that it
seemed they were raining down from that cupola." He relates how
Stradino and NiccolO Martelli were engaged in what Nosow defines as
"a literary game"; they improvised rhymes to music and commented
on each other's efforts. The fact that Niccolô and Stradino were both
Umidi founders is telling, as is the third participant. Miglior Visino, a
poet-singer, according to Nosow, was connected to the Umidi through
Lasca, a relationship of which the latter's poetry gives testimony.69 These
sources clearly indicate that the Umidi practice was coloured by both
musical and improvised traditions.

During carnival entertainment, which both the Umidi and Fiorentina
academicians attended, the performative and improvised nature of the
Umidi poetics merged with theatrical aspects. The Libro records one
Umidian contribution to the Lenten festivities of 1541 (which must have
coincided with the renaming of the Academy): the canto degli Acconciatori
di Fante by NiccolO Martelli. It was chronicled together with a list of
nobiltd, of noble men who took part in the masquerade. NiccolO and
Sigmondo Martelli walked through the streets themselves. Also, there
were at least one actor, a painter and some musicians involved, who
presumably were responsible for the visual and musical presentation
of the masquerade. The music for the canto was provided by Fran-
cesco Corteccia, chief musician of the Duke." The actor involved
was Il Barlacchia (Domenico Barlacchi). He was a well-known figure
in the Florentine theatrical world in the 1540s, whose importance for
Florentine festivities and as herald of the city's Signoria is recorded in
several sources.71

Ii Barlacchia was a member of the Compagnia della Cazzuola,
a theatrical confraternity." His participation in Martelli's Carnival
masqtierade is illustrative of the collaboration of members of the
Accademia degli Umidi and of the Fiorentina with members of other

68 Nosow, "The Debate on Song," 177, 184; Nosow draws from I Marmi di Anton-
fiancesco Doni, ed. E. ChiOrboli (Bari: Laterza, 1928), vol. 1, 105-28.

Nosow, "The Debate on Song," 178; on Lasca and Visino, see for instance Ver-
zone, Le rime burlesche, 56.

Bartoli, I manosctitti, 232-235, based on fols. 63v-65r.
7' Bryce, "The Oral World," 93-94.
72 Anthony Cummings, "The company of the Cazzuola and the early madrigal,"

Musica Disciplina 50 (1996), 218-219.
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societies during public festivities. The interaction between literary,
musical, and theatrical circles was probably accelerated by double
membership and social connections. Padre Stradino, for instance, was
active in the religious Compagnia di San Domenico, also called Corn-
pagnia del Bechello. And Varchi, who was accepted in the Fiorentina
in 1543 and became a prominent lecturer, also read his Sermone alla croce
for this company on Holy Friday 1549.'3 Lasca was an active partici-
pant in Compagnia di Santa Cicilia which seems to have been a lay
confraternity that was predominantly engaged in musical and festive
activities, both profane and religious in nature, for which he wrote and
performed an orazione and seven canti carnascialeschi between 1540 and
1543, and probably some spiritual plays as well." Other members of
the Cicilia were Miglior Visino, previously introduced as poet-singer,
perhaps Niccolô Martelli, and Alfonso de' Pazzi, who seems to have
been a key figure." The activities of these compagnie, confraternities or
confraternity-like societies, covered both the cultural and the religious
fields. The Compagnia di Santa Cicilia, for instance, was associated
with the Florentine Santa Maria Novella, where it had its seat in the
monastery, but the gatherings took place in an oratory in Fiesole, as
Franco Pignatti has pointed out." And Anthony Cummings, whose study
of the Compagnia della Cazzuola asserts the importance of societies
like these for both the theatrical and musical life in Florence, centres
on the theatrical uses of music in for instance the performance of canti
carnascialeschi during the Lenten processions." Pazzi's presence in the
Compagnia di Santa Cicilia, as that of Visino and Martel li, is indica-
tive of the use of poetry in compagnie like the Cicilia; both improvised
and musical performances were common features in these circles. The
carnival song, linked to this kind of performing, was indeed a genre in
which Pazzi excelled as well."

" Franco Pignatti, "Le poesie e le prose spirituali di Antonfrancesco Grazzini," in
Poesia e retorica sacre tra Cinquecento e Seicento, ed. Elisabetta Se lmi and Erminia Ardis-
sino (Alessandria: Dell'Orso, 2006, forthcoming). Verzone, Le rime burlesche, 210-214;
217-219, has published the canti carnascialeschi.

" Pignatti, "Le poesie e le prose spirituali."
" Nosow, "The debate on song," 193, uncovers a Pasquinata which refers to Pazzi

as the "governatore" of the Compagnia di Santa Cicilia.
76 Pignatti, "Le poesie e le prose spirituali"; Bryce, "The Oral World," 91, n. 46,

also comments on the Cicilia, detailing how little source material is left.
" Cummings, "The company of the Cazzuola."
" See Aldo Castellani, Nuovi canti carnasciakschi di Firenze. Le "canzone" e mascherak di

Alfonso de' Pazzi (Florence: Olschki, 2006).
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Besides the participation of the compagnie in the city's Seasonal mas-
querades, Judith Bryce claims that performance of theatrical pieces in
literary academies was "a case of cross-fertilization with the confra-
ternities." The Infiammati for instance were engaged in drama, and
a more famous example is of course the Accademia degli Intronati
in Siena.8° The Fiorentina also performed plays. And according to
the Libro, the Umidi had a taste for theatre as well; here we find the
prologue and synopsis of a play, that has been identified by Bartoli as
part of Lasca's 11 Frate.8' For staging this prologue or the entire play,
requesting the participation of members of the compagnie was probably
a common practice.

This study of the Libro and the 'cross-fertilizations' with the compagnie
has shed light on the key aspects of Umidian practice: performative
poetry, that included music and improvisation, games and competitions,
and furthermore the participation in public festivities, such as the stag-
ing of theatre and carnival masquerades. These activities took place
in the three months of the Accademia degli Umidi's existence and
the early period of the Fiorentina but continued only partially within
the Accademia Fiorentina. In the following section, I investigate how
performative poetry, festive traditions and freedom of speech eventually
disappeared from the program of the Fiorentina.

The decline of performative poetry within the Fiorentina

The Fiorentina was built on Umidian wit, combining both joyous pas-
satempo and ambitious study and inheriting the organisational structures
and activities that went along with this spirit. Irony, parody, double
meanings and mockery of every sort, which undoubtedly were part
and parcel of oral performances and the comments afterwards, were
inherited from festive culture. In Umidian activities such as the poetry
contests, oral and written culture begin to meet. On the one hand the
public is to judge which poem is "worthy to be read out," a phrase that
underscores the members' taste for verbal performance. On the other
hand, we see how a selection of compositions judged worthy became

79 Bryce, "The Oral World," 93.
80 Samuels, "Benedetto Varchi," 611.
81 Bartoli, I manoscriiii, 219-222, based on fols. 37v-40v. Since Bartoli found this

prologue unpublished, he transcribed the entire text.
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recorded in the Libro, hence providing for study material and a docu-
mented state of affairs. This recourse to a written, learned culture was
to be further explored in the Fiorentina, as Bryce has put forward. The
altering intellectual mentality put forward by Bryce, as well as the focus
on the impact of state control by Plaisance and others, illustrate how
research on the Academy has been mostly cultural-political in approach.
Obviously, within the Fiorentina, these ideological factors resulted in a
society that could not do with turmoil; unpredictable and uncontrollable
debate and satire were not desirable aspects of (public) academic life.
For this reason, the various reforms during the 1540s, officially start-
ing with the renaming of the Accademia degli Umidi, became more
and more directed towards order and obedience, but not only in an
ideological sense, also in a very practical manner: the majority of the
Treedom-based' Umidi activities were gradually ruled out.

The Libro reflects the steady change in orientation that was instigated
by the admission of new members on 14 November 1540. These new-
comers proposed a central position for public lecturing in the program
of the Academy, as Plaisance has pointed out.82 According to the Libro,
festive activities like the contests and the improvising game remained
one-time events, chronicled only on the first pages. After Martel li's
canto carnascialesco (in the same period as the renaming) we see the first
commento (commentary) appear in the Libro, giving the first testimony of
the new direction." The Libro probably ends, as suggested above, in the
fall of 1541. So from that time on we have to turn to the Anna li and
Capitoli of 1547 for information on public and private practice in the
Fiorentina. I will summarize this information in a schematic manner.

Unfortunately, we have only scarce information about the private
Thursday gatherings of the Fiorentina. The Annali show that the
Sunday public lecture was often a repetition of the private ones held
on Thursday, suggesting that the lectures were internally tested before
being delivered in public. Plaisance proposes that during the private
meetings the members clashed and academic debate took on a pas-
sionate tone." Games, music, mockery and improvisation may have
endured for several years in the private meetings of the Fiorentina.

82 Plaisance, L'Acadimie et le Prince, 87. See also Plaisance, "Les lecons publiques et
privées de l'Académie Florentine (1541-1552)," in L'Acadbnie et k Prince, 271-180.

" Libro, fols. 140r-150r.: G. B. Gelli, "lezione fatta nell'Accademia degli Umidi," 5
aug 1541; P. F. Giambullari, "lezione fatta nell' Acc. Nel 1541," fols. 161v-172r.

4 Plaisance, L'Acadimie et le Prince, 129.
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When Alfonso de' Pazzi entered the Academy in 1543, for instance, he
seems to have been a prominent entertainer during Thursday meetings,
as Nosow argues, singing his sonnets in front of the members, maybe
even during banquets.85 Staging theatre and pageantry remained ele-
ments of the Fiorentina's public activities.

The most rigorous attempt to reform the organisation of academic
life was the reforms of 1547. After a quiet summer, thanks to the Turk's
performances, the Fiorentina resumed its courses on July the 10th, with
a lecture by Cosimo Bartoli on canto 28 of Dante's Paradiso.' One month
later, on August llth, Alfonso de' Pazzi delivered the private Thursday
lecture on Petrarch and subsequently the Capitoli della nuova riforma (the
chapters of the new reform) were presented.87 The membership com-
position, the board offices and the ritual practice all altered severely.
In fact, the reformers dismissed the entire Academy and then founded
a 'new' one, with the very same name, the very same patron, Cosimo
I de' Medici, but with a different constitution of members and rules.
Due to this move it was possible to exclude a large body of members.88
The new statutes, chronicled in the Capitoli manuscript, were read out
loud to the academicians by secretary Niccolô Martelli.89 The fact
that only a portion of the members had been selected to be part of
the new Academy was announced followed by a new membership list:
"After careful consideration of what will be necessary to [achieve] a
well-ordered academy, and to [obtain], to the maximum extent, what
His Excellency wishes, we have made the following new selection of
academicians [...]."99

Bryce, who thoroughly analysed the composition and social interac-
tion of the academicians, has explained the exclusion of members in
light of the Academy's "tendency towards a social and cultural elitism."9'
And indeed, the membership composition, that had become mixed after

85 Nosow, "The Debate on Song," 177, 199.
86 Annali, vol. I, fol. 43. On Bartoli, see Bryce, Cosimo Bartoli. The Career of a Florentine

polymath (Geneve: Droz, 1983).
Annali, vol. I, fol. 44.
Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 550: "in ogni altro suo membro la prefata

Accademia s'intenda estinta, e finita, e del tutto spenta, e annullata."
" Annali, vol. I, fol. 44.
9° Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 550. Original fragment: "Appresso matu-

ramente considerando quello che sia necessario a una bene ordinata Accademia, e a
quell'effetto massimamente, che desidera Sua Eccellenza habbiamo fatto la presente
nuova elettione d'Accademici [..

91 Bryce, "The Oral World," 101-103.
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the founding of the Academy,92 became more homogenous after the
reforms. It was not just the political orientation of the members that was
at stake. As Bryce points out, the reformers also demanded a consider-
able literary productivity of the members, in doing so giving testimony
of their ambitions. This has been advanced as an explanation for the
fact that artisans (like the painters and sculptors Tribolo, Bronzino and
Cellini) were excluded.° Dismissing members like artists, musicians and
actors, however, would also make sense in light of the ruling out of
the performative practice of poetry; with the disappearance of similar
Umidian activities they were of little use for the Academy.

Martelli's reading of the new membership list must have caused quite
a stir among the academicians, especially among those who turned out
no longer to be members. The fact that it was done during a private
meeting is significant in this respect. The Capitoli refer to the fact that
the reforms were directed towards order and obedience within the ranks;
the reformers explicitly state that the measures are taken to secure "una
bene ordinata Accademia."94 Seating arrangements and behavioural
codes show how this order was inserted into academic practice. Strict
seating prescriptions were in use since the reforms of 1546. Domenico
Zanre has detailed the ritual proceedings of the public lecturing, the
change-over ceremonies of the magistracy and the voting procedures,
held twice a year, as ceremonies directed entirely towards visual hier-
archy. The prominent magistrates were positioned hierarchically and
in full view of the audience. Furthermore important public figuresas
for instance the ducal secretarywere arranged next to the academic
board, to underscore the state control of the Academy. Moreover, at
the time of the reforms of 1547, a drastic behavioural code was laid
down. During public lectures, members, now bound by a regulation
of obedience and silence, were no longer allowed to comment. And
during private lectures they were allowed to comment only after the
explicit consent of the consul.95

The ceremonial and hierarchical approach of the public meetings
represent a further imposing of state control and give testimony of

92 Bryce, "The Oral World," 81, besides merchants (most of the Umidi) the mem-
bership composition included churchmen, military men, university men, legal men,
ducal administrators and men.Of letters.

" Bryce, "The Oral World," 101.
" Bareggi, "In nota alla politica culturale," 550.
" Recorded during the reforms of 1546. See Zanre, Cultural Non-Conformip, 38-39.
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the attempt to ban disorder and polemics. In such a setting it is hard
to imagine a poet-singer with a lira da braccio wittingly mocking one
or another colleague, or a fiery discussion in reaction to his impro-
vised song. After the reforms of 1547, the contrast with the Umidian
inclination towards freedom of speech and performative poetry could
not have been greater. It is difficult to say, however, if and how long
free debate remained in the closed parts of the Fiorentina. In short,
though, the gradual alteration of the Fiorentina must eventually have
had repercussions for these kinds of activities in private gatherings as
well. Yet, the story of the Turk and the necessity to bring academic
debate to a halt imply that in 1547 the completion of this alteration
was by no means near.

The dynamics of Florentine academic life

The activities organised by the Accademia degli Umidi and Accademia
Fiorentina shed further light on the internal unrest in the Academy in
the 1540s. In addition to an ideological clash between the members, the
disorder was caused by the presence of activities that were rooted in
festive culture. On the one hand, the actual practice of similar activities
was a guarantee of unrest in itself; on the other, several members, as for
instance Lasca and Pazzi, would Want to practice performative poetry,
and would insist upon open discussions. The growing resistance towards
both this passatempo and freedom of speech would have caused tensions
during the gatherings. Thus the changes in daily practice reflect the
efforts of a society struggling to find new directions for their organisa-
tion. In a climate of change, both in politics and learned culture, the
academicians had to adjust pre-existing structures to new purposes or
try to get rid of them entirely.

Considering this, a different approach to the carnivalesque heredity
of the Fiorentina seems necessary. The popular roots of the Accademia
degli Umidi have reinforced the image of an informal, even tongue-in-
cheek academy, representative of the culture of middleclass merchants
that could not have had the ambitions of the cultural elite.96 I have
argued that the founders did actually regard themselves as a potentially
influential society; they by no means regarded the festive aspects of their

" Recently this view has been repeated by Zanrê, Cultural Non-Conformi, 16.
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academic life as an impediment to pursuing their goals. I would even
reject the notion that contemporary academicians associated popular
structures (whether in literature or in academic organisation) exclusively
with lower social classes. On the contrary, they were an essential part
of Florentine organised life, not only in the Umidian Academy, but
in many other Florentine gatherings at hand, as we have seen above.
Members of every level of society participated in these practices. We
need only recall the participation of Varchi in the carnival of 1546,
performing his Canto de' Mostri Innamorati, as an example of a man of
a high educational level; the contribution of Corteccia in Martelli's
canto as an example of someone connected to the court, or as an
example from an earlier period: the lust of Lorenzo il Magnifico for
canti carnscialeschi.

The case of the Florentine Academy reveals that the time and
place for similar passatempi were undergoing revision. The improvised
and performative aspects of the Umidian view on poetry with their
intrinsic guarantee for disorder fell victim to the change in direction.
But its gradual decline within the Fiorentina did not imply that they
totally disappeared from the academic world. Festive practice, and its
tradition of vivid academic debate, were gradually ruled out of the
daily activities of the Fiorentina during the 1540s and 1550s, while its
main focus became public learning, but were continued in the interac-
tion between the Fiorentina and less well-studied festive societies. They
remained particularly visible in festivities associated with the Lenten
period, but probably also beyond that. Due to the focus on the Fioren-
tina, scholars have largely overlooked societies such as the Compagnia
di Santa Cicilia and the Compagnia della Cazzuola. Zanre's study of
the Accademia del Piano shows that in literary societies like these the
festive and performative culture was preserved.97 It is likely that in
the interaction between these societies and the Fiorentina academic
debate proceeded as well. Double memberships for instance provided
for communication between circles with respect to academic questions,
such as the debate on song. Systematic research on different Florentine
academies and compagnie, on individual members and their relationships
within academic networks can detail the dynamics of Florentine cultural

9' Zanre, "Ritual and Parody in Mid-Cinquecento Florence: Cosimo de' Medici
and the Accademia del Piano," in The Cultural Politics of Duke Cosimo I de' Medici, ed.,
Konrad Eisenbichler (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 189-204. Zanre has presented this
case as an outstanding example of 'containment' by Cosimo.
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life. Within these interactions lies the possibility to analyse individual
interests and developments of men of letters. Factors like education,
cultural issues, taste, ambition, political backgrounds, but also individual
ideas on the organisation of academic gatherings, strongly influenced
the positions of literary men in the academic debate in the 1540s.
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